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Let UJ = (I/,: t > 0) be a strongly continuous one-parameter group of operators 
on a Banach space X and Q be any subset of a set Y(X) of all probability 
measures on X. By .Y(Q; u) we denote the class of all limit measures of (Cl,,@, * 
y, * ... *p,,) * Sxn}, where (fiu,) E Q, {x,) C X and measures Ll,“p, (j = 1.2 . . . . . n: 
N = 1, 2,...) form an infinitesimal triangular array. We define classes L,(W) as 
follows: L,(W) = Y(.Y(X); U), L,(UJ) = iy(L,- ,(LJ); U) for m = 1, 2.... and 
L,(u) = nz=, L,(U). These classes are analogous to those defined earlier by 
Urbanik on the real line. Probability distributions from L,(U), m = 0. 1, 2...., co, 
are described in terms of their characteristic functionals and their generalized 
Poisson exponents and Gaussian covariance operators. 
INTRODUCTION 
The set of all self-decomposable probability measures (the class L) plays a 
fundamental role in the description of the limit laws of sequences of random 
variables. It is well-known that L contains the class, S, of all stable 
probability measures and L is contained in the class, ID, of all infinitely 
divisible measures. Between ID and S Urbanik [ 151 introduced some classes 
of limit distributions of sequences of independent random variables 
where L, is the class L. We shall recall Urbanik’s definition although in the 
present paper we use its equivalent form due to Sato [ 141. 
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Let cnj, j = 1, 2 ,..., n; n = 1, 2 ,... be an triangular array of uniformly 
infinitesimal random variables such that for each n the <,,j, j = 1, 2,..., n are 
independent. Following [ 151, we say that an triangular array as above is 
generated by a sequence {&,} if, for each n and j, <, is distributed as rj, and 
we call two triangular arrays equivalent if they have the same limiting 
distributions. It follows that an triangular array {<,} is equivalent to an 
array generated by a sequence {<,} if and only if for suitable chosen (a,} 
and (6,) the sequences 
have the same limiting distribution. 
Now, define a, (m = 0, 1, 2,...) inductively as follows: Let rr,, be the class 
of sequences {r,) of independent random variables generating convergent 
triangular arrays, i.e., for suitable chosen constants a,,, (l/n) xi= I & + a, 
has a limit distribution. Define urn (m = 1, 2,...) to be the class of all 
sequences {<, } such that {<, } E o0 and for every positive real number c the 
triangular array r ,  = &,,l +j is equivalent to an array generated by a 
sequence from (T,,,-i. Let L, = nz=, L,, where L, is the set of all possible 
limit distributions of normed sums (l/n) xi=, rk + a,, where {<,} E u, and 
(a,} are real constants. We define L-, to be the set of all probability 
measures on the real line. It is clear that the urn form a decreasing sequence 
of sets and, hence, the L, also form a decreasing sequence. 
For a measure, p. T,,u, (a > 0) is a measure defined by the equality 
V,P)@) =&-‘A), h w ere a -‘A = (a -lx: x E A }. The following theorem 
was proved by Urbanik in [ 15, p. 2271. 
THEOREM. A probability measure p belongs to L, (m = 0, 1,2,..., 00) if 
and only if for each 0 < c < 1 there exists a probability measure p, E L, ~, 
such that p = TJ.I * pu,. 
Moreover, using Choquet’s theorem on extreme points of compact convex 
sets, Urbanik [ 151 characterized the classes L, (m = 0, 1, 2,..., co) in terms 
of characteristic functionals. Later on Kumar and Schreiber in [9] and Sato 
in [ 131, found other proofs of a general form of the characteristic functionals 
of elements in L, (m = 0, 1, 2 ,..., co). The classes L, were also investigated 
on multidimensional spaces. Namely, Sato in [ 141 gave a description of them 
on the Euclidean space IRd and Nguyen and Thu in [ 1 I] and Kumar with 
Schreiber in [lo] on a real separable Banach space. It is worth noting that in 
[ 111 the above Theorem was assumed as a defmition of the classes L, 
(m = 1, 2,...), and in [lo] complete results are given only on conjugate 
Banach spaces. 
In the present paper we generalize Sato’s approach to the classes L, in 
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two directions. First, we shall investigate the L, (m = 0, 1,2,..., cc) on a real 
separable Banach space and second, instead of operators T, (T,x = ax 
a > 0, x is vector from Banach space) we use an arbitrary strongly 
continuous one-parameter group U, (t > 0) of linear bounded operators on a 
Banach space. This setting allows us to give appropriate subclasses for 
Levy’s (or operator-self-decomposable) measures on Banach spaces 
introduced by Urbanik in [ 161, and for V-decomposable measures on a real 
separable Hilbert space introduced by Jajte in [3]. 
We begin Section 1 by giving notations and some fundamental properties 
of infinitely divisible measures on Banach spaces. In particular, we recall 
their characterisation in terms of characteristic functionals. So called “polar” 
coordinates on a Banach space, associated with one-parameter group of 
operators and generalized Poisson exponent are introduced in Section 2. 
Section 3 is devoted to the study of operations 9 and Y on a fixed set of 
probability measures. For a one-parameter group W of operators on Banach 
space the classes L,(U) are defined in Section 4. These classes are charac- 
terized as subclasses of infinitely divisible measures in Section 5 and as 
subclasses of L,(W) in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7 we give charac- 
terizations of L,(W) in terms of characteristic functionals. Examples and 
bibliographical comments are given in Section 8. 
Throughout this paper all results are presented in terms of probability 
measures. But, of course, one can express them in terms of Banach space- 
valued random vectors. For the sake of completeness we give full proofs. In 
a few cases the arguments are quite similar to those used in the theory of 
stable and self-decomposable measures on the real line. 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS 
Let X be a real separable Banach space with topological dual X* and 
Bore1 o-field 9(X) induced by a norm //. //. By (e, .) we denote the dual pair 
between X* and X. Further, E(X) is the algebra of all continuous linear 
operators on X with the strong topology, i.e., A,, A E [B(X), A, -+ A in the 
strong topology if ~/A,,x ---Ax11 + 0 for each x E X. By 9(X) we denote the 
topological semigroup of all Bore1 probability measures on X with the 
convolution * and the weak topology. Recall that pu, is weakly convergent to 
p (,u,,,u E 9(X)) if lx dp, -+ l,f& for every continuous bounded real- 
valued function f on X, and is denoted by ,u,, *,u. For ,u E 9(X), ,u” denotes 
its symmetrization, i.e., ,u” = ,u * ,u -, where ,u - is defined as follows: 111 -(B) = 
p(-B) for all B E 9(X). Given an operator A from 5(X) and a measure ~1 
from -P(X), we write Ap for the probability measure defined by 
(b)(B) = W - ‘PI) for all B E 9(X). 
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It is easy to check that A(,u*v)=Ac(*Av and A,(A,~)=(A,~A,),u for 
iu, v E Y(X) and A i , A z E S(X). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The mapping h: lB(X) x 9(X) + 9(X), dejined by 
h(A, ,u) = A,u, is continuous. 
Proof: Let A, + A in B(X) and pu, *p in Y(X). By the Banach- 
Steinhaus Theorem supn llA,,ll < co (see [20, p. 691). This together with 
A,x, -Ax = A,(x, -x) + A,x -Ax, and x,+x in X imply A,x, -+ Ax. In 
view of the continuous mapping theorem ([ 2, p. 341) we get that A,,u,, S- Ap, 
which completes the proof of Proposition 1.1. 
For x E X we denote by 6, the unit point mass at x. In the sequel such 
measures will be called degenerate at x. A sequence (,u,} Y& Y’(X) is said to 
be shift compact (shzjii convergent) if there exists a sequence {x,,} EX such 
that {,u,, * dx,} is compact (convergent). The following proposition will be 
used repeatedly, and for further references we state it here. 
PROPOSITION 1.2 ([12, pp. 58-601). Let (A,}, {pa}, (v,) be three 
sequences of probability measures on x such that A,, = pCln * v, for each n E N 
(a) If the sequences {A,,} and {p,] are compact, then so is the sequence 
IV” 1. 
(b) If the sequence {A,) is compact, then the sequences (,u, } and { vn } 
are shift compact. 
For ,u E 9(X), the characteristic functional of (u is the function ,L? on X* 
defined by 1;(y) = Jx exp i( y, x) ,u(dx). The function @ uniquely determines 
the measure. Among all probability measures on X the so called infinitely 
divisible measures play an important role. We say that ,u E 9(X) is infinitely 
divisible if for each natural number n > 2 there exists a ,u,, E Y(X) such that 
pu,*” = ,u. The dass ID(X) of all infinitely divisible probability measures on X 
is closed subsemigroup of the semigroup Y(X). Moreover, it is known (see, 
for example [ 11) that ;1 E ID(X) if and only if 
I(Y) = P^(Y) exp i(y, x,,) + 1 WY, x) Wdx) ,Y E X*. 1 (1.1) X 
Here p is a Gaussian measure on X (i.e., for all y E X*, the random variable 
YP is Gaussian), x,, is a vector from X, K is the function on X* x X given by 
K( y, x) = eicyqx) - 1 - i( y, x) l,(x) (1.2) 
(1, denoting the indicator function of the closed unit ball B of X), and M is 
a a-finite measure on X which is finite on the complement of every 
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neighborhood of 0 and satisfies M({O}) = 0. For symmetric Gaussian 
measure p the characteristic functional has the form 
D(Y) = exp(- +(Y, RY)), Y E X*, (1.3) 
where R is called the covariance operator. R is a compact operator from X* 
into X with the properties: ( y, , Ry,) = (y,, Ry,) for yr , y, E X* (symmetry) 
and (y, Ry) > 0 (non-negativity) ([ 17, p. 1361). Since the representation 
(1.1) is unique we write J = [x0, R,M], if 1 is of the form (1.1) with (1.3). 
The measure M in (1.1) is called a generalized Poisson exponent of J (cf. [ 1, 
Theorem 1.61). In the sequel 5?‘(X) and J(X) denote the set of all 
covariance operators of symmetric Gaussian measures and the set of all 
generalized Poisson exponents, respectively. 
If R1 is a symmetric non-negative operator from X* into X and R 2 - R 1 is 
non-negative for a certain R, E .5?(X) then also R, E S’(X) (see [ 17, 
p. 15 1 I). Clearly, if R E s(X) is the covariance operator of p and A E H(X), 
then ARA * is the covariance operator of Ap. 
The set J(X) has the following properties. If c,, c2 are non-negative real 
numbers and M, , M, E J(X) then c,M, + c,M, E J(X), too. Further, if 
MEA(X) and M> N> 0 then NEJ(X) and M-NE&(X). For any 
operator A E H(X) and ME A(X) we have AM E J(X). Moreover, if ;I = 
[x@, R, M] then Al = [f,,, ARA *,AM] for some Z. E X. For c > 0 and 
1 E ZD(X), by A*‘, we mean the measure [cx,, CR, CM], and the mapping 
c -+ A*’ is continuous (see [5, Proposition 1.2)). 
In the sequel we shall need the notion of weight-function on X. Following 
Urbanik [ 16, pp. 229-3001, we say that a real-valued function @ on X is a 
weight-function if it satisfies the conditions 
(a) Q(O) = 0 and Q(x) > 0 for x # 0; 
(b) Q(x) converges to a positive constant, as i]x]] -+ 03, 
(cl WI < c lIxl12 f or some positive constant c and all x E X, 
(d) j, Q(x) M(dx) < 03 for each ME J(X), and 
(e) if M, E J(X), [x,, 0, M,] 3 p and s, Q(x) M,(dx) + 0, then 
,u = 6, for some x E X. 
It is well-known that if X is a Hilbert space, then Q(x) = ]]x]]‘/(l + j]x]]‘) 
can be chosen as a weight-function (see [ 12, Chapter VI, Theorem 4. lo]). In 
this case condition (d) can be strengthened. Namely, ME J(X) if and only 
if I, ]]x]]*/(l + ]jx]]‘) M(dx) < co and M((O}) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 1.3 ([ 16, Proposition 5.21). Every real separable Banach 
space has a weight-function. 
A similar result was proved by Kumar and Schreiber in [ 10, Lemma 3.11. 
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Recall that a triangular array P,,~ (j = 1, 2 ,..., k,; n = 1, 2 ,...) of 
probability measures is called uniformly injinitesimal if for every E > 0 
lim max j+((x E X: llxll > E}) = 0. 
n+m I<i<k, 
In view of [ 1, Theorem 2.10 and Corollary 1.1 I] we get that the class ID(X) 
is equal to a class of all limit distributions of shift convergent infinitesimal 
triangular arrays, i.e., limits of sequences 
rU,I*rU”Z*...*ll,k”*~x,, x, E x. 
In the sequel W := {U,: t > 0) will denote a multiplicative one-parameter 
strongly continuous group of linear bounded operators on X such that 
lim 17,x = 0 
1-O 
for each x E X (1.4) 
(for the sake of simplicity, we occasionally write U(t) for U,). 
Let us note that if a sequence {tn) is convergent in IR + U {0 1 then the 
Banach-Steinhaus theorem gives sup, 11 U,J < 00. Hence we get 
ift, + t, t > 0, and x, -+ x in X then Ur,xn --t U,x, (1.5) 
where U, means zero operator in 5(X). 
From Proposition 1.1 and condition (1.4) we obtain 
ifp, 3 p and t, -+ t (t > 0) then U,,p,, + U,,u. (1.6) 
A partial converse to (1.6) is given by the following proposition, called 
convergence of types theorem. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let pfl + ,u and U,,p,, * 6,” z- v where ,u and v are non- 
degenerate. Then t, -+ t, t > 0, x,+x,, in X and v = U,p * BxO, i.e., ,u and v 
are of the same W-type. 
Proof: By our assumption ,uz +,u” and U,,pi =s v”. If zero or +a~ is a 
cluster point of the sequence {tn} then, by (1.6), v” = 6, or ~1’ = 6, which 
contradicts ,U and v being non-degenerate. If t, and t, (0 < t, < t, < a~) are 
two different cluster points of the sequence {t,,} then, once again by (1.6), we 
get v” = U,,p’ = U,,p’. Hence, by induction ,u” = U((t,/t,)“)y”, i.e., ,D’ = 6, 
which contradicts the assumption. So, t, -+ t for some positive t. Taking into 
account that U,,p,,* U,p and U,,p,, * 6,..*~, by Proposition 1.2 we infer 
that the sequences (x,} is compact in X. But if x, and x2 are two cluster 
points of {x,} then v = U,p * ax2 = U,,u * 6,,. So, x1 = x2, which completes 
the proof of Proposition 1.4. 
&x/13/4-7 
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2. POLAR COORDINATES IN BANACH SPACE 
Let T,: X+X, t > 0, be defined by T,x := Ix. The classical notion of polar 
coordinates says that each x # 0 has a unique representation x = Tfz, where 
z is in the unit sphere, i.e., t = I/x]] and z = x/]]x]]. In the present section we 
shall find such a representation for an arbitrary group U of operators on X. 
Unfortunately we are able to parametrize, through U, only a part of x\(O), 
with the unit sphere replaced by some Bore1 set. ’ The parametrized part 
depends on M from M(X); more precisely, A4 is concentrated on it. For the 
proof of the main result in this section we need some auxiliary lemmas. 
Given a subset E of X, by 7(E) we shall denote its orbit through the group 
W, i.e., t(E) := { U,x: x E E, t E R ’ }. 
LEMMA 2.1. If E is compact, 0 6? E, then r(E) U {O) is a closed subset of 
X. 
ProoJ Let x, E t(E) U {O) and x,+x. Of course, we can and do, 
assume that x, # 0, x # 0. Hence x, = Ut,z, and z, E E. If t = 0 is a cluster 
point of {t,} then, by (1.5), 0 is a cluster point of {xn} which contradicts the 
assumption x # 0. If t = +co is a cluster point of {t,} then 0 is a cluster 
point of { U(l/t,) x,} which contradicts 0 t$ E. Hence x = T,z for some 
t E Rt and z E E, i.e., x E 7(E), which completes the proof. 
Lemma 2.1 allows us to repeat arguments in the proof of Lemma 5.4 in 
[ 161 and gives the following result. 
LEMMA 2.2. For every MEA?(X) there exists a sequence {Ek} of 
compact subsets of X such that 0 6? E, (k = 1,2,...), z(E,J f7 t(Ej) = 0 if 
k # j (k, j = 1, 2,...) and M = Ck M,, where M, is the restriction of M to 
@,J 
Let us define an equivalence relation - in X as follows: x, -x7 if and 
only if x1 = Utx, for some positive t. 
LEMMA 2.3. If E is a compact subset of q{O} then the quotient space 
El- is compact too. 
The proof, of the above lemma, is a consequence of Lemma 2.1 because 
the relation - in E is closed. 
LEMMA 2.4. If E is a compact subset of x\(O) then there exists a Bore1 
subset T of E such that 
E= u (7({xl)nE), 
XET 
and r((xl})nz({x,})=O, ifx,#x, andx,,x, belong to T. 
’ Note added in prooj The problem of polar coordinates is completely solved in Z. J. Jurek 
(1983, Polar coordinates in Banach spaces, Bull. Acnd. Polon. Sci. 31). 
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Proof. Let 71 denote the canonical continuous map from E into E/-. By 
Lemma 2.3 the map x is onto, being from a compact metric space to another 
compact metric space. By the Federer-Morse theorem (cf. [ 12, p. 231) there 
exists a Bore1 cross section T in E, which completes the proof of Lemma. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For every M EM(X) and every strongly continuous 
one-parameter group IL= {U,: t > 0}, of bounded linear operators on X 
satisfying the condition lim,,, U,x = 0 for each x E X, there exist Bore1 sets 
X, and T, in x\(O) such that each point x in X, has a unique representation 
x= Utz, zE T,,, tE IT?+, and M is concentrated on X,,. Moreover, the o- 
algebra generated by the sets [A, I] := { U,x: x E A, t E I}, A E JS’(T,,), 
ZE 9(W+) is equal to 9(X,).’ 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 we choose a sequence (E,} of compact subsets of 
x\{O) such that r(E,J n r(Ej) = 0 whenever k #j, and M is concentrated on 
X, := UF= 1 t(Ek). Further, by Lemma 2.4 there exists a sequence { Tk} of 
disjoint Bore1 subsets of x\{O] such that r(T,) = r(Ek) and each x E t(Z’,) 
has a unique representation x = U,z, t E R +, z E T,. Let us put T,, := 
Up=, T, and define 
&T,,xIR++X,, 
as follows: if (x, t) E Tk X R + then 0(x, t) := U,x E z(T,J. Since 4 is 
continuous, one-to-one and onto, it is a Bore1 isomorphism between the Bore1 
sets T,, x IR ’ and X0 by Kuratowski’s Theorem (cf. [ 12, Corollary 3.3, 
p. 221). Hence the second part of the Proposition is proved, too. 
Remark 1. We have proved that T, = U,?, Tj, where Tj c Ej, Ej is a 
compact subset of x\(O) and the sets Tj x R + and s(Tj) are Bore1 
isomorphic. Note that for Z E 9(lF? ‘) separated from zero, M([-, Z]) is a 
finite Bore1 measure on each Tj and o-finite on T,,, because the generalized 
Poisson exponents are finite measures outside every open neighbourhood of 
zero in X. 
Remark 2. If 0 @ T, then we can choose T, as a subset of some sphere 
of a radius r > 0. In that case, a set function M([., Z]) is a finite measure on 
T,, whenever Z is separated from zero. Moreover, let us note that we always 
have the above situation if we have uniformly continuous one-parameter 
semigroup U satisfying (1.4) in the norm topology. Namely, as T, one can 
take the selector defined in [2 1, Proposition 21. 
Remark 3. It seems that it should be possible to prove Proposition 2.1 
more directly, using general theorems on Bore1 cross sections. 
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3. OPERATIONS 4p AND 9 ON A CLASS OF PROBABILITY MEASURES 
In this section we shall define some classes of limit distributions 
associated with a group It, of bounded linear operators on X, This approach 
will allow us to define the Urbanik’s subclasses of the class of all self- 
decomposable measures. 
Given probability measures p and v are said to be of the same UJ-type if 
there exist s E R ’ and x E X such that p = U, )I * 6,. Of course, U-type is a 
equivalence relation in .9’(X). Further, a subset Q of S(X) is said to be 
U-regular if Q is closed under u-type, convolution and weak convergence. It 
is easy to see that the class of all degenerate probability measures and the 
class ID(X) of all infinitely divisible measures are U-regular. By 9(Q; U) we 
denote the class of all limit measures of sequences 
where the measures 
ut,Pj (j = 1, 2,..., n; n = 1, 2,...) form an infinitesimal 
triangular array, (3.2) 
and 
x,,Ex,r~nEQ for n = 1,2,... . (3.3) 
In view of facts mentioned in Section 1 we infer that for every set Q the 
inclusion Y(Q; W) s ID(X) holds true. If the sequence (3.1) converges to v, 
then {t,} s R + is called a norming sequence of v. Properties of norming 
sequences are given in the following statement. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Zf v E L?(Q; W) is nondegenerate and (t,,} E Rt is its 
norming sequence then t, + 0 and i,, Jt,, -+ 1 as n + 03. 
ProojI Let us denote p,, :=,u, * . . . * ,u,, . Assume that there exists 
{n,}ENsuchthatt,,-+t,tElR+. For k E N such tbat n ( nk we have 
WI,) Pnk * k,k = W,,) Pn * W,,)Ol” + I * P” + 2 * ** * * P”,> * 6x,, . (3.4) 
But U(t,,,) ,uj * 6, forj = 1, 2,..., n, as k--f co. Thus from (3.4) we get 
v = u,p, * v for n = 1, 2,..., 
and hence 
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where vk = U(t/r,J x,~. By (1.6) and Proposition 1.2 we infer that {vkJ. is 
compact in X. So, v = v * v * 6, for some v E X, and 1 F( JJ)~ = 1 in some open 
neighbourhood of zero in X*. Consequently, v is degenerate which 
contradicts the assumption. 
If tnk + +co then the identity 
Pn,= wlt,,wklk)Pn, * 4,) * L,~ 
with vk = U( l/t,,) x,J together with (1.6) imply 
lkj(Y>l > j-“, IP^n,(Yl = l for j E IN and y E X*. 
Thus ,uj (j E lN) are degenerate and, by (3.1) so is v, which once more 
contradicts our assumption. So, the first part of Proposition 3.1 is proved. 
Suppose that t is a cluster ‘point of a sequence {t,, Jtn}. Then 
t E R ’ U (0) because t, -+ 0. From the intinitesimality assumption and the 
equality 
h,+,Pn+I * h,,, = w"+llLw,"Pn * 4,) * h,+,P"+1 * 4,, 
for some x; E X, we infer that 
for some x,, E X. Hence we get t # 0, and if we have two different cluster 
points of {t,+ ,/t,} then v is degenerate. Hence {t,+ ,/tn} is convergent, and 1 
is its limit because otherwise v would be degenerate. Thus the Proposition is 
completely proved. 
Now we shall describe the set .Y(Q; W) by means of a decomposability 
property. 
THEOREM 3. I. A measure v belongs to LY(Q; UJ) if and on/y iffor every 
0 < a < 1 there exists a v, in Q n ID(X) such that 
v= lJ,v * v,. (3.5) 
ProoJ: In view of Proposition 3.1, for every 0 < a < 1 there exists a 
subsequence {k,} of N such that t,Jt, + a as n + co. Further, from 
Proposition 1.2, formula (1.6) and the equality 
u(tkn) Pk, * h,, = u(tk/t,)(u(t,) Pn * &,) * u(rk,>hz+ 1 * ” ’ * pk.1 * ‘2” 3 
where z, = xk - U(t,/t,) x,, it fdOWS that the sequence ( U(tkn) 
01 ?I+1 * . . . * pk:) * aZ.i is convergent to some v, from Q. The infinitesimality 
assumption gives that v, is infinitely divisible. Moreover, (3.5) holds true. 
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Assume that a measure v satisfies (3.5). From fia(y)# 0 (v, E ID(X)), 
G((y) --f 1 for all y E X* whenever a --) 0, and (3.5), we infer that 0((y) # 0 
for all y E X*. Let us define 
P1 =v, Pj = ujv(j-I)/j for j = 2, 3 ,..., n, 
t, = l/n, x, = 0 for n = 1, 2,... . 
Of course, ,u, E Q, and by (3.5), ,Gj(Y) = v^(Ui”y)/F(Ui*_ , JJ) for j = 2, 3,..., n. 
Thus U,,,,@, *,u, * .a. * ,u,J = v and U,,,,u, G- 6, as n + co. Further for each 
2 <j, < n, a sequence { Ui/,pj,} is shift compact. Moreover, for each E > 0 
suP I u$jn(Y) - l I < 
SUP,,Y,,<B I U-G&) V(Y) - uc.G%G) V(Y)1 --) o 
IlYllGE 
WE N infll, II< E I UCGSFI vtyl 
as n --f co, because cluster points of the sequences ( j,/n } and {(j, - 1 j/n } 
are the same, and the sequence (U((j, - l)/n)v} is compact in 9(X) (then 
inf,, infllyl,<m ( U((J~ v( JJ)] > 0). Hence the triangular array U,,,,uj 
(j = 1, 2 ,..., n, n = 1, 2 ,...) is infinitesimal (cf. [ 12, Chapter VI, 
Theorem 4.5]), which completes the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
Remark 1. The facts that 9(Q; W) c ID(X), and v, E ID(X) can be 
proved in a similar way as in [8, Theorem 2.61. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Zf Q and Q, are ILLregular then Qn Q, is W-regular 
too and 
(9 ~tQnQ,;u>=~tQ;w>nrp(Q,;W), 
(ii) LY(Q; W) = 9(Q 17 ID(X); U), 
(iii) 9(Q; U) E Q and Y(Q; U) is Ill-regular. 
Proof: Statements (i) and (ii) are simple consequences of Theorem 3.1. 
In (iii) the inclusion is a consequence of U-regularity of Q. Further, -ip(Q; U) 
is closed under U-type and convolution. Also, if v, E L/(Q; W), i.e., v, = 
Uavn * v*,nr and v, + v then, by Proposition 1.2, we get that (v,,,} is 
compact. Moreover, lim,,, fin,,, exists for every 0 < a < 1. Thus 
v = U, v * v, for some v, E Q n ID(X), i.e., v E Lf(Q; ILJ). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. A measure v belongs to g(Q; U) if and only if there 
exists (,a,} c Q such that v is a limit of (3.1) with t, = l/n, x, = 0 and for 
every c>o the wuence P~,~ := UllnCUIncltl ~~~~~~~~ * - *r(lIncl+J 
converges to some pC from Q ([a ] denotes the integral part). 
Proof: The necessity. From the proof of sufficiency of Theorem 3.1 we 
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infer that there is a sequence {pj} in Q such that for every c > 0 and every 
nEN 
W/WI +n))k *P, * - *bl +P[,,~+, * -. *P,~~~+J=v. 
Hence, for n > l/c, 
WncllUncl f n)h * WNncl + n>)p,,, = v 
and by Proposition 1.2 we obtain that {p,.,} is weakly convergent to some 
n6. 
pcE Q and be= U,,,v/U,v. 
Since the sufficiency is obvious, Proposition 3.2 is completely proved. 
Let a subset Q of 9’(X) be U-regular. By Y(Q; U) we shall denote a class 
of all limit distributions of the sequences 
pn := U,,Pn * 6,", (3.6) 
where x, E X and p E Q. From Proposition 3.1 we infer that Y(Q; U) c 
9(Q; W), i.e., the infinitesimality condition is fulfilled. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. A measure v belongs to Y(Q; U) if and only if there 
exists an a > 0 such that for all n E N 
v*” = U(n”“)V * dzn for some 2, E X. 
Proof. The sufficiency is obvious. For the necessity it is enough to prove 
the statement for non-degenerate v E Y(Q; U). From the definition of v we 
infer that for all m, n E N 
P,*" = WAm)Pflm * 4J"(rn,, 
where v,(m) = mx, - U(t,Jtmn) x,,. By Proposition 1.4 there exist 
lim n-m tnl fmn =: g(m) and lim,,, v,(m) =: z, and 
VXrn = Us(rn)V * 4,. 
Hence it is easy to see that g(mn) = g(m) g(n) and in view of Proposition 3.1 
lim ,,,+* g(m) = +co. Further from the equation 
Us~n+nov * hm+“= Ug(n)v * U&n)V * hn+* n 
and Proposition 1.4 we note that lim, ++ m g(n + m)/g(n) = 1 (cf. 
Proposition 3.1). 
Let us put g(m) = 712 Iin, m > 1 for some a > 0. Hence we infer that 
g(n) = n ‘Ia if n = m’ for some r E IV. Assume that g(k) = k’j4 for some 
,8 > 0. As before, if I= kS, then g(l) = 1 ‘ID. But for each 1= kS there exists an 
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n = m’ such that II < I< mn. Thus g(l) = 1”’ < (mn)“” = m”B(g(n))0’8. The 
ratios g(Z)/g(n) are bounded, thus /3 < a. By similar arguments we shall get 
a <p i.e. a = /?, which completes the proof of Proposition 3.3. 
THEOREM 3.2. A measure v belongs to P(Q; U) if and only if there 
exists an a > 0 such that for every t > 0 
v*f = U(i”“)V * d,, for some 2, E X. 
Proof: Let h(y) := { i( y, x0) - f (y, Ry) + IX ,roI K( y, x) M(dx)}. Then 
4 y) = exp h(y), y E X* (see formulae (1. 1 )-( 1.3)). We shall prove that for 
each c > 0 there exists z, E X such that 
WY) = h(QLy) + i(y, zJ. (3.7) 
By Proposition 3.3 we have that (3.7) holds true for t = n. Now let t = k/n 
(k, n E R\J), then, for any y E X* 
nh(U*((k/n)““) y) = h(U,& y) + i(U*((k/n)““)y, zn) 
= kh( y) + i( y, U((k/n)““) z, - z,J, 
which implies 
(k/n) h(y) = W*((W)““)y) + i(.v, +), 
where z,+, := (l/n)@, - U~klnj~~~~,). By (3.8) means that 
(3.8) 
v*(~‘“) = U((k/n)““)v * SZk,“, 
i.e., Theorem 3.2 is proved for all positive rationals t. For an arbitrary t > 0, 
we choose a sequence (r,} of positive rationals such that rn --t t. By 
continuity of a function t + v*’ and Proposition 1.4 we infer that lim, -m z,.” 
exists. Denoting its by zI, we get the necessity of Theorem 3.1. The 
sufficiency is trivial. 
COROLLARY 3.2. A measure v belongs to 9’(Q; W) if and only if there 
exists an a > 0 such that for all positive a, b 
for some x E X. 
U,v * U,v = U((aa + bn)‘la)v * 8, (3.9) 
Remark 2. Adapting Urbanik’s methods in generalized convolution 
theory, one can prove Corollary 3.2 directly from the definition of Y(Q; U); 
for details see [7, Lemma 2.61. 
The number a is called the exponent of v. We denote by Ya(Q; U) the 
class of all measures v from Y’(Q; W) satisfying (3.9) with the specified a. 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. For any a > 0, Ya(Q; U) is a W-regular set which is 
invariant under the operation Y. 
Prooj The closeness under convolution, weak convergence and u-type is 
an immediate consequence of formula (3.9). This together with 
Corollary 3.1 (iii) implies 
But, if v belongs to Ya(Q; U), then from (3.9) we get 
v = u(a/(d + ba)-)V * Va,(@+ba)l/n, 
where v,,@~+b”)‘i.~ = u(b/(a” + ba)“a)v * h”(o,(@+b”)h)x, and by 
Theorem 3.1 we obtain that v E rP(Ya(Q; W); V), which completes the proof. 
4. CLASSES L,(UJ)OF PROBABILITY MEASURES 
FOR m = 0, 1, 2 ,..., co 
In view of Corollary 3.1 we infer that we can apply the operation 9 
inductively. Let us start with Q = Y(X) and define 
L,(U) := q3yx>; U), L,(W) := Y(L,- #.J); U) for m = 1, 2,... 
and 
L,(U) := 6 L,(U). 
WI=0 
From this and Corollary 3.1 we obtain the inclusions 
ZD(X)3LL,(U)3L,(U)3 1.. 3L,(U) (4.1) 
and that all these classes are U-regular. 
As a consequence of Proposition 3.2, taking the trivial one-parameter 
group ILI, i.e., U, = tZ (I is identity operator), we note that our definition of 
the classes L, is equivalent to Urbanik’s for X = R (see Introduction), and 
to Kumar and Schreiber’s for Banach spaces (see [lo]). 
THEOREM 4.1. Class L,(W) is invariant under the operation Y. It is the 
greatest class in ID(X) having this property. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.l(iii) we see that Y(L,(UJ); U) c L,(UJ). On the 
other hand, if v E L,(U) then, by Theorem 3.2, v = U,v * v, for each 
m E N, each 0 < a < 1, and some v, EL,-,(W), where L-,(U) := ID(X). 
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Hence o, belongs to 15,((u) and once more by Theorem 3.1 we get that 
v E Y(L,(UJ); U), which proves the first part of Theorem 4.1. 
For any U-regular subset Q of 4(X) we have the inclusion Y(Q; W) c 
9(9(X); UJ). Hence f-):=0 ipm+‘(Q; U) G L,(U), and if Q is Y-invariant, 
i.e., Y(Q; W) = Q, then Q sL.,(W), which proves the se&d part of 
Theorem 4.1. 
Let us denote S,(U) := Ya(Y(X); U) and S&J) := Uo>,, S,(U), i.e., S(U) 
contains all U-stable probability measures and S,(U) contains all those with 
exponent a. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The class S(W) is contained in the class L,(U). 
ProoJ By Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 4.1, S,(W) CL,(U) for each 
Q > 0. Thus from the definition of S(U) we get the required inclusion. 
The next theorem gives a characterization of a class S(UJ) in terms of 
Gaussian covariance operators and generalized Poisson exponents. 
THEOREM 4.2. A probability measure v is W-stable, i.e., v E S(U), ifand 
on/y if v = [x0, R, MJ and there exist 0 < a < 03 and a Bore1 measure y on 
x\{O} such that 
tR = U,,,,RiJ,L for each t > 0, (4.2) 
M(A) =I,,,, lo@ l,dcI,x)s Nx) for each A E 9(x\(O}). (4.3) 
Proof. The sufftciency is easy to check through Theorem 3.2. On the 
other hand, in view of Theorem 3.2 and formulae (1.1~(1.3) we get that 
(4.2) is fulfilled and the generalized Poisson exponent M satisfies the 
equation 
U,M = t”M for each t > 0. (4.4) 
By Proposition 2.1, we can choose Bore1 subsets X0 and T, of x\(O) such 
that M is concentrated on X0 and each x E X,, has a unique representation 
x = U,z for some t > 0 and z in T,,. For Bore1 subsets A of T,, i.e., 
A E .%‘(T,,), and for r > 0 we define 
[A, (r, oo)J := { U,z: z E A, t > r}. 
By this and (4.4) the function f(r) := M((A, (r, co)], r E R + satisfies the 
equation 
f(:)=rlf(r) for r,tEiR+. 
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Set y&4) := czM( [A, (1, co)]). Then y0 is a Bore1 measure on T, and 
f(r) = a-lr-“y,(A) for r E IR’ and A E 9(T,). 
Thus 
and by Proposition 2.1 the above equality extends to all Bore1 subsets of X,. 
Further, setting y(A) := y,(A nX,) for A E 9(x\{O}) we obtain (4.3) which 
completes the proof of the necessity. 
By Theorem 4.2 and formulae (l.l)-(1.3) we obtain 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let v be a probability measure on a Banach space X. 
Then v is U-stable if and only if 
Q)=exp i(y,x,)-$(y,Ry) 
I 
+ !:\,,, loa [ei(y,ufx) - 1 - i(y, W M~,x)I $7 y(dx) 3 
1 
where y E X*, x, E X, R is a Gaussian covariance operator satisfying 
condition (4.2), B the unit ball in X, a a positive real constant and y a Bore1 
measure on x\(O). 
5. A CLASS L,(W), FOR m =O, 1 ,...,a, AS A SUBSET OF ID(X) 
In this section we shall characterize the classes L,(U) in the terms 
occurring in the representation of characteristic functionals of infinitely 
divisible measures. 
Recall that 5?(X) and J(X) denote the sets of Gaussian covariance 
operators and generalized Poisson exponents on X, respectively (see 
Section 1). For R E S(X), M E A(X) and a system of positive number 
t,, t2,*.., t, we define operators 
and Bore1 measures 
M z,.....tn :=M + 5 (-Uk 2 u(ti, (i, -.. t,,)M. 
k=l i,,i,....,ik=l 
distinct 
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In other words, operators R,, ,.. ., L, and measures Mt, ,,.,, I, are defined induc- 
tively as 
4 :=R - VU? and&,3 . . . . t,,t,t, 
.- .- R I I,..., t, - Ut,+,Rt ,.... JJJtL for n > 2, 
Mt =M- UtMand Mt I,..., t,,t,+, =Mt,s . . . . t, - Ut,+,Mt I,..., t,, 
for n > 2. 
Taking into account the definitions of the classes L&J) and Theorem 3.1 we 
get the following characterizations. 
THEOREM 5.1. (a) A measure v belongs to L&J) (m = 0, 1,2,...) ifand 
only if v = [x,, R, M] and for every system t, , t, ,..., I,,,+, of real numbers 
from the unit interval (0, 1) 
R t,....,t,+* a 0 and Mtl....,tm+, 2 0. 
(b) A measure v belongs to L,(U) tf and only tf v = [x0, R, M] and 
for every positive integer m and every system t, ,..., t, of real numbers from 
the unit interval (0, 1) 
R t,,...,t,~ 0 and Mt,,...,tm 2 0. 
In the remainder of this section we restrict our attention to infinitely 
divisible measures without Gaussian component, i.e., R = 0. We shall 
describe these measures in the classes L,(W), m = 0, 1,2,..., a. 
Let M E A’(X) and X0, r,, be the Bore1 subsets of x\{O} associated with 
M throughout Proposition 2.1. For Bore1 subsets A of r, (i.e., A E 9(T,) 
and real numbers r we define Levy’s W-spectral function W,(A, r) of M by 
W,(A, r) := M({ U,x: x E A, t > er}) (5.1) 
(for the sake of simplicity we shall omit the index U). Since the next charac- 
terization will be given in terms of differentiability of Levy’s W-spectral 
function, we recall a few notations. By D’f and D-f we denote the right- 
and left-hand derivative of the function f: Note that if f is convex or concave 
and D’f and D-f are continuous then f is differentiable (see 161). Moreover, 
f(“‘) denotes the mth derivative off: 
THEOREM 5.2. A measure v= [xo,O,Ml belongs to Lnw 
(m = 0, 1, 2,...) tf and only if f or each Bore1 subset A of T,, the function 
W,(A, .) is m times dwrentiable and the function (-1)” W,$“(A, .) is 
convex. 
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ProoJ: The necessity. Let m = 0. If v = [x0, O,M] E L,(U) then, by 
Theorem 5.1, M, = M - U&M > 0 for each 0 < t < 1. Hence for fixed 
A E 9(T,,), for t = e- ‘, h > 0 and x E R we have 
W,t,@, x - h) - W&L x> > W,+,(A, x> - W,,,Gh x + h), (5.2) 
i.e., W,(A, a) is a convex function. 
Assume the conclusion for m - 1, and let v = [x0, 0, M] EL,(U). Then 
we get v E L,-,(U) and [x0, O,M,] E L,-,(U), i.e., for each A E 9(T,,) the 
functions (--l)m-’ W$‘-‘)(A, a) and (-l)m-’ WE-“(A, a) are convex, Since 
thus 
wp’(A, x) = wgr-l) (f&x)- q-‘)(A,x-logt) 
D+ WE-‘)@, x) = lim WbyW1)(,4, x)/log t, 
t-1- 
D- WC-“(A, x) = ,I$ WC-“(A, x + log t)/log t. 
Further, convexity and concavity is preserved under pointwise limits; hence 
we infer that (-l)m IV;)@, .) exists and is convex which proves the 
necessity. 
The suficiency. For m = 0 we have that W,(.4, .) is convex for each 
A E .23’(T,,). Thus the formula (5.2) holds true and since the sets [A,I] 
(A E 9(T,), 1 E 9(R +)) g enerate o-field 9(X,) (see Proposition 2.1) we 
infer that M, > 0, and hence M, E J(X), i.e., [x,, 0, M,] E ID(X). Thus v 
belongs to L,(U) by Theorem 3.1 and the definitions in Section 4. 
Assume the conclusion for m - 1, i.e., convexity of (-l)m-’ WC-‘)@, .) 
imply that [x0, 0, M] belongs to L,-,(U). Let (-1)” WC)@, .) be a convex 
function for each A E g(T,,). Then there exists a non-increasing function 
q&l, +) such that 
_. 
in fact q(A,z)= (-l)“+‘(W~)(A,z)) except on a countable 
Chapter I]). Therefore we can write 
and hence we obtain 
set (see [6, 
(-I)“-’ Wgy)(4x)= jim j+Uq(A,u)dudr-~~~~~tj~+mq(A,U)dudr. x I 
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Thus ((-l)m-’ WE-“@, x))” = q(A, x) - q(A, x - log t) is non-negative in 
xE R for each A E .9(T,,). So, (-l)‘+’ W$‘-i)(A, .) is convex, i.e., 
[x,,, 0, M,] belongs to L,-,(U) for each 0 < t < 1. Thus Theorem 3.1 gives 
that v belongs to L,(U), which completes the proof of the sufficiency. 
THEOREM 5.3. A measure v = [x,,, 0, Mj belongs to L,(UJ) ifand only if 
for each A E S(T,) the function W,(A, a) is completely monotone. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.2 it is easy to check that for rn = 0, 1,2,... 
(-1)” Wg’(A, x) > 0 for each A E 9(X,). Conversely, if W,,,(A, .) is a 
completely monotone function then Wp’(A, .) is convex (m even) or 
concave (m odd). Hence, in view of Theorem 5.2, we infer that v E L,(U) for 
all m = 0, 1, 2 ,..., i.e., v belongs to L,(U) which completes the proof. 
6. A CLASS L,(W),FOR m = 1,2 ,...,a~, AS A SUBSET OF L,(U) 
In’ the present section we shall describe generalized Poisson exponents of 
measures from the class L,(U). Later on, the classes L,,,(U) (m = 1, 2,...) will 
be characterized in terms of functions occurring in a representation of L,(W). 
Since Gaussian measures belonging to L,(UJ) (m = 0, l,..., co) are charac- 
terized in Theorem 5.1 we shall investigate measures without Gaussian com- 
ponent. 
THEOREM 6.1. A probability measure v = [x0, 0, M] belongs to the class 
L,(U) tf and only tf there exist a probability Bore1 measure y on x\{O) and a 
function k: (x\(O)) x I?+ + R + such that k(., t) is Bore1 measurable for 
each t E R ‘, k(x, .) is non-negative, non-increasing, left-continuous for each 
x E x\{O} and such that 
WA) = I,\,,, I,+ lA(UIX) y dt y(dx), A E 9(x\(O)). (6.1) 
Proof The suficiency. By the monotonicity of kfx, e), we have 
U&f(A) = I,,,,, I,+ l,dUlx) k(x’ ;-“’ <M(A) 
for all 0 < a < 1 and all A E 9(x\{O)). From Theorem 5.1 we infer that 
v E L,(U). 
The necessity. Let X, and T,, be Bore1 subsets of x\(O) defined for 
M E J(X) in Proposition 2.1. Let us define 
Y&)=c-’ j Q(x) M(dx), A E g(T,), (6.2) 
IA,R+l 
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where c := jX,tO, @(x)M(dx). By property (d) of weight functions (see 
Section l), y0 is well-defined probability measure on r,. For each z E iR, the 
measures W,(., r), defined by (5.1), are absolutely continuous with respect 
to yO, because Q(x) > 0 for x # 0 (see Section 1). Hence, by the Radon- 
Nikodym theorem, for each 5 E IR there exists a non-negative measurable 
function h(,, z) on T,, such that 
~‘&I(-4 7) = jA h(x, r) Y,(dX), for all A E Lif’(T,). (6.3) 
Hence, if r1 < t2, then 
for y,-almost every x E T,,. Further, for 0 < a < 1, by Theorem 5.2, we infer 
that 
h(x, as, + (1 - a) 5J < ah(x, r,) + (1 - a) h(x, r2) (6.5) 
for y,-almost every x E T,,. So, there exists a set A, E 9(T,,) of y,-measure 
one such that if x E A, then (6.4) and (6.5) hold true for all rationals 
7,,t,EIRandO<a<l.NowforxEA,andtEIRwedetine 
K(x, t) := sup qx, 5), 
tat 
where the supremum is taken over all rationals r > t. Then, h”(x, 1) is non- 
increasing convex in t, measurable in x and (6.3) holds for h: Further, 
lim ,++oo I$x, t) = 0 for y,-almost x. Hence there exists a non-negative 
function k”(x, t) non-increasing left continuous in t, measurable in x, such 
that 
@x, t) = jt+ m c(x, s) ds 
for every x in some set A, with y&4,) = 1 (see [6], Chapter 1). Finally we 
get 
w,(A 4= I, jt+ m &(x, s)ds y,(dx) 
and hence, by (5.1) 
M( [A, I]) = j j 4x’;n ‘) ds y,(dx). 
A I 
(6.6) 
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Putting k(x, t) := L(x, In t) for x E A 2 and t E R ‘, and defining k outside A 2 
as an arbitrary function satisfying the required conditions and y(A) := 
Y,@ nA2) for A E %WH9 we obtain formula (6.1) from (6.6). Thus 
Theorem 6.1 is completely proved. 
In the sequel we shall call the function k and the measure y in formula 
(6.1), the representing function and representing measure of a generalized 
Poisson exponent M. 
Remark 1. The representing function and measure depend on a weight- 
function @. In some special cases (see remarks at the end of Section 2) the 
representing measure can be defined on some sphere. 
Now we are going to describe the classes L,(U) (m = 1, 2,..., 00) as 
subclasses of L,(W) starting with the characterization of L,(U), given in 
Theorem 6.1. To this end we need the following notion given in [ 131. We say 
that a function f is monotone of order zero if it is non-increasing, non- 
negative and left-continuous. For m > 1, a function f is monotone of order m 
if it is m - 1 times differentiable, 
(-ly’f”’ > 0 for j=O, l,..., m- 1, 
and f (m-1) has a left-side derivative denoted by 0-f (m-‘), such that 
(-1)m 0-f (m-1) is monotone of order zero. Of course, if f is monotone of 
order m for each m E N then f is completely monotone. 
THEOREM 6.2. A measure !J = [xg, 0, Ml belongs to ~A~) 
(m = 0, 1,2,...) if and only if v belongs to L,(W) and the function g(x, t) := 
k(x,e’) @EX\{OJ, tE R) is monotone of order m for y-almost every x, 
where y and k are the representing measure and function of M, respectively. 
Proof By Theorem 6.1 we get the validity of the above statement for 
m = 0. Assume that the assertion is true for m - 1. If v E L,(U) then v and 
ra = [O,O, M - U,M] belongs to L,-,(U) for 0 < a < 1. Hence g(x, a) and 
g(x, t) - g(x, t - log a) are monotone of order m - 1, for y-almost every x. 
Hence the function (-l)m-‘{ g(+‘)(x, t) - g(“-i)(x, t - log a)} is non- 
increasing for y-almost every x, i.e., that (-1)“‘-’ g(“-‘)(x, .) is convex. So, 
(-1)” D-g(m-l)(x, .) exists and is non-increasing left-continuous non- 
negative, which proves that g(x, .) is monotone of order m for y-almost every 
The sufficiency for m = 0 is trivial. Suppose that the statement is proved 
for m - 1. If g is y-almost everywhere monotone function of order m then, 
for 0 < a < 1, the function h,(x, t) := g(x, t) - g(x, t - log a) is monotone of 
order m - 1, y-almost everywhere. Indeed, the functions (-1 y’ g (x, t) are 
non-increasing for j = 0, I,..., m- 1 W 
m - 2 and (-I)“-’ D-hiCn-*‘(x, .)” 
thus (-l)‘h (x )>0 for((rl=O 1 9. / 
is monotone if order zero. Hen&, ‘bs 
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induction, V, belongs to L,-,(lil), i.e., v belongs to L,(W), which completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
As a consequence of the definition of L,(W) and Theorem 3.1 we obtain 
THEOREM 6.3. A measure v = [x,,, 0, M] belongs to L,(U) if and only if 
v belongs to L,(W) and the function g(x, t) = k(x, e’) (x E x\(O), t E R) is 
completely monotone in t for y-almost every x, where y and k are the 
representing measure and function of M, respectively. 
7. CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONALS OF MEASURES 
FROM L,(W), FOR m = 0, 1,2,..., 00 
In this section we shall use the results of Section 6 to obtain formulae for 
the characteristic functionals of measures in L,(U). But before this we quote 
the integral representation of monotone functions of order m 
(m = 0, 1, 2 ,.,., co). 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let m = 0, 1, 2,... . A function f on R is monotone of 
order m and lim,,, f(t) = 0 ifand only if 
f(t) = j + O” (x - t)” F(dx), tEIR, 
I 




xmF(dx) < 03. 
1 
The measure F is uniquely determined by J 
A proof of the above characterization is given in [ 131. But it is implicitely 
contained in [9, Theorem 2.31 and in [ 19, Theorem 11, too. Completely 
monotone functions (on [0, co)) are characterized by Bernstein’s Theorem 
(see [ 18, Theorem 12a, p. 1601). 
PROPOSITION 7.2. A function f on R is completely monotone and 
lim,,, f(t) = 0 if and only if 
f(t) = jOm e -fXF(dx), 
where F is a Bore1 measure on [0, co), F((O}) = 0. Moreover F is uniquely 
determined by J 
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We shall say that a function a --t A,, where a E R and A., is a finite Bore1 
measure on X, is measurable if for every B E S’(X) the function a -+ A,(B) is 
measurable in a. Now we shall give a general form of characteristic 
functionals of measures from L,(U), for m = 0, I, 2,..., co. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let m = 0, 1, 2 ,... and v be a probability measure on x. 
Then v befongs to L,(U) if and only if 
C(y) = exp 
I 
i(u, x0> - Hy, RY) 
+joa i,,,,, j: (ei(y,u~x) - 1 - i(y, U,x) la(Utx)) 
where y E X*, x,, E X, R is a Gaussian covariance operator satisfying the 
condition in Theorem 5.1, B is the unit ball in X, yU is a Bore1 probability 
measure on x\{O}, p is a Bore1 measure on iR + and the mapping v -+ yc is 
measurable. 
Proof: Let M be a generalized Poisson exponent. Taking into account 
Theorems 6.1, 6.2 and Proposition 7.1 we get that v belongs to L,(U) if and 
only if v = [x,,, R, M] where R satisfies the condition in Theorem 5.1 and It4 
has the form 
WA) = Ix,,,, jR+ lA(UfX) vdt y(dx),A E 9(x\(O)), 
where 
k(x, t) = j + O” (log 4) m F,(dv), 
I 
and the mapping x + F, is measurable, F, is a Bore1 measure on R ’ such 
that -/,+“O(log v)” FJdv) < co, and y is a probability measure on x\(O). 
Hence for arbitrary M-integrable complex functions f on x\(O) we get, by 
Fubini theorem, 
jx,,,, f(x) Wdx) = ix\,,, jam fW,x) f iin (log ;) m Fx(dv) t y(dx) 
= I,,,,, jom !I’ N-44 f (log ;)” dt F,(dv) YW). 
(7.1) 
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Let c = ,fx,,O, Q(x) M(dx) and Ym(x, v) = 1: @(~,x)(l/t)(log(u/t))m dt. By 
Property (d) of weight-function @ (see Section 1) we infer that a set function 
PU(A W=c-‘j j yU,(x,~)F,(d~)y(dx) 
A 8 
is a Bore1 probability measure on the product space (x\(O}) x R ‘. Now 
applying the existence theorem of regular conditional distributions to the 
measure ,D (see [ 12, Chapter V, Theorem 8.11) we find Bore1 probability 
measures y, on x\(O) and a Bore1 measure p on R + such that the mapping 
r + y, is measurable (r E R ‘) and 
44 x B) = c-’ jB I, y,(x, 0) y,(dx)p@). 
Using the above equality and substituting K(y, .) into (7.1) we obtain the 
required formula, which completes the proof of Theorem 7.1. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let v be a Bore1 probability measure on X. Then v 
belongs to L,(U) if and only if 
0) = exp i(.v, x0> - t(v, RY) 
+ jm jx,,,, joa (eicy*“+) - 1 - i(y, Up> lR(Utx)) 
0 
dt 
X a+l Wx) &da) 3 t I 
where y E X*, x E X, R is a Gaussian covariance operator satisfying the 
condition in Theorem 5.1, B is the unit ball in X, A, is a Bore1 probability 
measure on x\{O), measurable in a and p is a Bore1 measure on iR ‘. 
Proof. Let M E J(X). In view of Theorems 6.1, 6.3 and Proposition 7.2 
we infer that [x0, R, M] belongs to L,(W) if and only if 
M(A) = i,\,,, jam lA(UtX) vdt y(dx), A E B(x\{o)), 
where 
k(x, t) = jo+ m t -“F,(dt), CfE IR+,xEX\{O}, 
and a mapping x -+ F, is measurable, F,( {O}) = 0, F, is a Bore1 measure on 
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R+. Let Y,&, a) = I,” @(V,x) I-=‘-’ dr, x E x\{O}, a E R ‘. Hence, 
applying the same arguments for the function Y, as in the proof of 
Theorem 7.1, i.e., using Fubini’s theorem and the existence theorem of 
regular conditional distributions we get the required formula, which 
completes the proof of the Theorem 7.2. 
8. EXAMPLES AND COMMENTS 
(a) Let U,: X-+X, t E R +, be defined by the formula U,x = tx, x E X. In 
this case Proposition 2.1 is trivially fulliiled for T, = {x E X: [lx\] = 1 j, X,, = 
x\(O} and independently on generalized Poisson exponent M. Further, in 
Theorem 4.2 we have that 0 ( a < 2 and v is stable if and only if either v is 
Gaussian (a = 2) or v is without Gaussian component with M characterized 
by formula (4.3), where 0 ( a < 2, y is a finite Bore1 measure on the unit 
sphere in X. 
With the above modifications, characteristic functionals of stable 
probability measures are described in Corollary 4.1 (cf. [4]). Theorems 5.1, 
7.1, 7.2 give Nguyen van Thu’s [ 1 l] and Theorems 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 Sato’s [ 141 
characterization of the classes L, (m = 0, 1,2,..., co), respectively. Theorems 
5.2 and 5.3 are multidimensional analogues Kumar and Schreiber’s 
description given for the case of the real line in [9] Theorems 2.2-2.4. 
(b) Let 111 := (t* : t E R + }, where A is a fixed bounded linear operator on 
X such that lim,,, t* = 0 in the norm topology in lB(X). Such one-parameter 
groups are closely related to Levy’s (operator-self-decomposable) and 
operator-stable probability measures (see [ 16, Theorem 5. l] and [S, 
Theorem 3.11). In this case in Proposition 2.1 as the subset T,, we can choose 
a Bore1 subset of the unit sphere in X. Hence the measures y in Theorem 4.2 
(and consequently the representing measure in the Theorems 6.1-6.3, the 
measures yv in the Theorem 7.1 and the measures II, in the Theorem 7.2) are 
concentrated on the unit sphere. Finally, let us note that Theorems 6.1 and 
7.1 (for m = 0) give a new characterization of Levy’s probability measures 
on Banach space (cf. [ 16, Theorem 5.31). 
(c) Let H be a real separable Hilbert space and W := {tVt: t E R + 1, 
where W := ( Vf: t E R + } denotes a strongly continuous unitary represen- 
tation of the group R + in H. For this group, in general, the sequence (U,“} in 
(3.1) does not satisfy Urbanik’s condition (**) introduced in [16, p. 2861. 
Proposition 2.3 is trivially fulfilled for 7’, = {x E H: l]xl] = 1) and the 
exponent a in the Theorem 4.2 satisfies the inequality 0 < a < 2. Moreover, v 
is a u-stable measure (Jajte called V, V-stable) if and only if either v is a 
Gaussian measure or v is without Gaussian component and it4 is described 
by the formula (4.3) with 0 < a < 2 and finite Bore1 measure y are a unit 
sphere. Moreover all remarks from the above subsection (b), concerning 
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representing measures, measures I, and yU hold true. Theorems 6.1 and 7.1 
(m = 0) give new characterizations of V-decomposable measures on H (cf. 
[3, Theorem 2.21). Finally, it is easy to describe so called semi-stable 
probability (see [3, Theorem 3.31) associated with an arbitrary one- 
parameter group U of bounded linear operators on a Banach space X. 
(d) All of the examples of one-parameters groups ILJ given in subsections 
(a), (b), (c) and the subclasses L,(UJ) (or only L,(U) and S(U) as in the 
case of (b) and (c)) have been investigated before. 
We shall quote a new one (for further examples see [20]). Let C&R) be 
the-Banach space of all continuous function on R vanishing in &co, with the 
supremum norm. For f E C&R) and t E Rf 
(Utf)(x) := u-(x + log 4, for every x E R. 
Hence, /I 11,11 = t, and since f is uniformly continuous on [-a~, +a~], the 
group U = { U,: t E R + } is strongly continuous and lim,,, U, f = 0, for every 
J-E Co(~). 
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